The new Toro® Workman e2050 electric utility vehicle. It has more power and runtime than any other electric in its class. Yet it still won’t disturb your guests. To find out more, and learn about financing options, visit toro.com/workman2050.

*under typical task and driving conditions

[x] Hustles up hills
[x] Powers through an entire day*
[x] Hauls up to 1,250 lb. total capacity
[x] Accommodates 14 different attachments
[ ] Frightens geese
Architects, builders join Golf Industry Show

The architects and builders have joined the crowd.

The American Society of Golf Course Architects (ASGCA) and the Golf Course Builders Association of America (GCBAA) announced in November that their organizations have joined the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America (GCSAA) and the National Golf Course Builders Association (NGCOA) to stage the Golf Industry Show in Orlando beginning in February.

The Club Managers Association of America (CMAA) will join the big show in 2007. The GCBAA and ASGCA previously had a presence at the GCSAA International Golf Course Conference and Show in conducting a variety of events for its constituents.

"We're excited to participate in the Golf Industry Show," said ASGCA President Bill Love. "As one of the allied associations of golf, it made sense that ASGCA fully support an initiative that is bringing the industry together.

"We are pleased to join our partners in the Golf Industry Show," said GCBAA President Tommy Sasser. "From the GCBAA member standpoint, exposure to key decision-makers, whether by exhibiting or networking, is of significant value. From the attendee perspective, securing comprehensive business solutions from those who own, build and manage a course will only strengthen their facility's operations."

Bayer moving business group

Bayer Environmental Science's business group will move its North American operations from Montvale, N.J., and Birmingham, Ala, to Research Triangle Park, N.C., the Region Americas headquarters for Bayer Crop.

Briefs continue on page 14

Industry Loses a 'First Lady'

PHYLLIS LATSHAW DIES AT 63

By Larry Aylward, Editor

Sadly, Paul R. Latshaw, regarded as one of the greatest superintendents the golf course maintenance industry has ever seen, lost his best friend in October — his wife Phyllis. She died at 63 after a brief illness. The Latshaws lived in Souderton, Pa.

In 2001, Latshaw, former superintendent of such great courses as Oakmont Country Club, Augusta National, Congressional Country Club, Riviera Country Club and Winged Foot Golf Club, told Golfdom how fortunate he was to have a wife who understood what it necessitated to be a top superintendent, as in working long hours and on weekends, not to mention moving from city to city to work at some of the greatest clubs in the world. Paul called Phyllis his best friend.

"If you want to be successful in this business, you have to be willing to work long hours," Latshaw said. "That could be a real problem if you don't have a wife who understands. I was lucky."

Phyllis, a first lady of sorts to the industry, provided Paul with unwavering support in his career goals. They were married for more than 40 years.

Phyllis also leaves one son, Paul B., the certified superintendent of Muirfield Village Golf Club near Columbus, Ohio. Paul B., regarded as one of the top young superintendents in the business, said his mother taught him a lot about responsibility and work ethic, among other things.

Phyllis, who grew up on a dairy farm in Liberty, Pa., was her husband's and son's most ardent supporter. She only wanted the best for them.

"I always wanted him to be happy and successful, and I would do whatever I could to make that happen," Phyllis told Golfdom in 2001, when asked about her support for her husband's career. "It was important for me to see him happy."
Don't let your cooler be a water hazard.

The Standard Golf Water Purification System... safe, pure drinking water anywhere on your course.

Make sure the only water hazards your players encounter are those that are supposed to be there. Standard Golf's Water Purification System will put an end to your drinking water worries. By purifying water at the time and place of use, the Nature Pure® purifier eliminates opportunities for microbiological contamination. Just a few pumps give your players pure, great tasting water all the time. To learn more, contact your Standard Golf Distributor or call 1-866-743-9773 and talk with a factory representative.

For toll-free express service, call 1-866-SG-EXPRESS (1-866-743-9773)

STANDARD GOLF COMPANY
We've Got It All.
Science. The move, set for mid-2005, is intended to increase efficiencies within the company overall by bringing together all three of its business groups, BioScience, Crop Protection, and now Environmental Science, in one location. Bayer Environmental Science employs about 90 people collectively in Montvale and Birmingham.

Harrell's Turf Specialty formed
Harrell's Turf Specialty (HTS) LLC is a new company created from Harrell's Fertilizer and former Simplot Partners Turf employees. HTS will serve the turf industry in the Northeast. The company’s principals are Jack Harrell Jr., chairman; David Schermerhorn, president; and Don Hollinger, senior vice president.

Quality Golf, Schmidt-Curley align
Quality Golf and Schmidt-Curley Design have formed a strategic alliance to offer golf course design, turn-key construction and construction management services to investors both in Thailand and throughout Asia.

Simplot appoints group
The J.R. Simplot Company announced the appointment of Doug Brede, Chris Claypool and Glenn Jacklin to coordinate the marketing, research and production operations of Jacklin Seed. The group combines more than 47 years of turfgrass industry experience.

Make No Mistake — Dangerfield Got Respect
We miss Rodney Dangerfield, who died recently at 81. And we will continue to miss the extraordinary comedian, especially when we see him in Caddyshack, which we watch often.

We assume that you can relate to our sentiments. Dangerfield, who starred as Al Czervik in Caddyshack, almost stole the show from Bill Murray (Carl Spackler) in the film. (One of our favorite Czervik recitals from the movie is: “Tell the cook this is low-grade dog food. I've had better food at the ballgame, you know? This steak still has marks from where the jockey was hitting it!”

Larry Mintz, the University of Maryland’s director of the Art Gliner Humor Center, remembers Dangerfield as a “hugely entertaining” comic whose humor in movies and stand-up comedy harkened back to the days of the “little man” who always had a ready quip or one-liner for any situation.

“The ‘little man’ goes back to the 20s and the literary personae of Thurber, Benchley, Perelman and White, among others’ Mintz said in a press release from Newswise. “It is also expressed in comic strips in the persons of Charlie Brown and Dagwood Burnstead among others, and elsewhere in the popular culture. Audiences laugh at the ‘poor soul’ as exaggerated images of their own vulnerability, anti hero status and necessary humility. But the ‘little man’ also has a tricky, sneaky, sly side of his personality. He strikes back, rarely directly but through ironic victories achieved in spite of the odds against him. He survives.”

Mintz said Dangerfield “got no respect,” but in reality he was highly respected because he just made people laugh.

Rest in peace, Rodney.
Green Is Good

PROJECT EVERGREEN SEEKS TO EDUCATE CONSUMERS ABOUT HEALTHY LANDSCAPES, SUCH AS GOLF COURSES

By Laura Frey

As the activist threats increase and threaten to decrease the green spaces, protecting the industry has become increasingly important. That’s why a committed group of green industry professionals created the organization called Project EverGreen, which plans to educate consumers about the many benefits of healthy landscapes and green spaces.

The 1-year-old group is the first organization to make a concerted effort to reach and educate consumers about green spaces and is made up of an alliance of a dozen end-user associations (including the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America), suppliers, distributors, media companies and other organizations. The organization is in the midst of raising $1 million, which would allow the group to kick-off a national consumer marketing campaign.

The campaign will feature grassroots tactics including the development of messages and educational materials for green industry companies, professional market research, public relations efforts and an in-depth consumer Web site to educate consumers about the importance of green spaces. The goal of the consumer campaign is to resolve the misinformation consumers receive and focus on the positives that healthy landscapes and other green spaces such as golf courses can provide.

Den Gardner, the executive director of Project EverGreen, says the organization’s mission is straightforward — to raise awareness of the environmental, economic and lifestyle benefits of landscapes and promote the significance of those who preserve and enhance green spaces at home, work and play.

“The consumer marketing campaign is intended to support our mission statement, while defending the green industry from unnecessary attack,” Gardner said.

So far more than $450,000 has been raised from companies, associations, contractors, lawn care companies and other suppliers, and Project EverGreen continues to seek financial commitments from all facets of the industry. Project EverGreen also needs help in proactively promoting the green industry to everyone. To make a donation or share your ideas and support, please contact the organization at 877-758-4835 or at www.projectevergreen.com.

Frey represents Project EverGreen.
Off The Fringe

It’s a Great Time to be an Independent Distributor

A Commentary by Frans Jager

For the last 10 years, prognosticators have predicted the death of independent distributors in the golf industry. First the Internet was supposed to replace them. Then basic manufacturers were supposed to sell directly to superintendents. The debate surely left some superintendents wondering where they would be buying their products from next.

This is no small concern for them. The independent distributors network often offers superintendents genuine partners in their efforts to provide optimum golf course conditions. When there’s an outbreak of disease and superintendents need a case of fungicide delivered first thing the next morning, an independent distributor is often the one who can make that happen. If independent distributors disappeared from the scene, many superintendents fear they would lose a valuable resource.

I’m here to tell superintendents to stop worrying about the disappearance of the independent distributor because it hasn’t happened yet — and it isn’t likely to happen in the near future.

In fact, it’s a great time to be an independent distributor. It’s my contention that we are in the midst of an inexorable shift in the balance of power in our industry from the manufacturer to the distributor. Not long ago, superintendents could only buy chemicals from one of the basic manufacturers. Today we see the number of supply sources for our business multiplying, driven by globalization and the huge U.S. market (compared to the turf and ornamental market in the rest of the world). That means more options and lower prices for superintendents. It also forces basic manufacturers to reach out to those in closest contact with the superintendents — in other words, independent distributors.

It’s a good time to be independent because the shift brings the inherent strengths of independent distributors to the fore, including all of the things superintendents value so highly in their current relationships:

- customer intimacy;
- customer service;
- cost control;
- stability in front of the customer;
- unequivocal dedication to end-users only;
- local knowledge;
- flat organizations;
- personal and accountable ownership on site; and
- rapid decision-making.

I say to my fellow independents: You know the customer, and the customer knows you and trusts you. You control access to the end-user. As long as you don’t give away the keys to the kingdom, you are in the driver’s seat. So I urge all the independent distributors out there to take heart and revel in their independence because it’s a great time to be in that side of the business.

And superintendents can breathe a little easier. The distribution channels you’ve relied upon for years will be around for a long time to come.

Jager is the CEO of Primera Turf, a purchasing cooperative for independently owned companies engaged in distribution and resale of products in the professional turf, horticulture and landscape industries.

Quotable

"With another four years of the Bush Administration, the pesticide industry can rest assured that no monumental changes will occur."

— Allen James, president of the Responsible Industry for a Sound Environment (RISE)

"I don’t know. I’m not one for stats, not one to keep records. I just feel it’s been an incredible year for me. These wins, I just haven’t really sat down and really thought about it, what I’ve done. I have not enjoyed it yet. ... I’ll only enjoy it when the season is over."

— Vijay Singh, after winning the Chrysler Championship, his ninth win of the 2004 season. Singh is the first player in PGA Tour history to win more than $10 million in a season. (The Wire)

"I have what they call parrot knowledge. I repeat a lot of things I’ve been told."

— Shawn Emerson, director of agronomy for the Golf Club at Desert Mountain in Scottsdale, Ariz.
BEING THE BEST TAKES PRACTICE,
HARD WORK, A DEDICATION TO EXCELLENCE ...

AND CUSTOMERS WHO KNOW THE DIFFERENCE

Recognition is the result of excellence in product development. Since its introduction over 6 years ago, Sandtrapper has continually performed, day in and day out. That's why you shouldn't settle for a substitute or some promise of anticipated performance. Recognized as the pre-eminent bunker renovation material on the market, it has been proven in over 700 facilities and has continually delivered outstanding performance.

Now, with three different styles, Sandtrapper gives you the control and flexibility you're looking for. You can select the product that's right for the requirements, whether you have steep, high-flashed bunkers or a broad, moderate design. Eliminating washouts and contamination is easy with Sandtrapper, from IMLGOLF. Call today, 888-970-5111, or visit our website - www.sandtrapper.com - for more information.
Hole of the
No. 16
Kauai Lagoons Golf Club, Kiele Course
Kauai, Hawaii
It's December and cold in some parts. Yeah, Santa Claus is coming to your town, but wouldn't you rather be standing on the 16th green in this photo and lining up a 6-foot putt?

Welcome to the Kiele Course (pronounced: key-AY-lay) at the Kauai Lagoons Golf Club on the island of Kauai in Hawaii. The sights don't get any better than this.

Or do they? The Kiele Course's 18 holes weave along ocean cliffs, lush valleys and 40 acres of fresh water lagoons.

Jack Nicklaus designed the Kiele Course and the 18-hole Lagoons Course, which also comprises the resort. The courses opened in 1988 and have won several awards.

Victor Nemeth is superintendent of both courses.
The October issue of *Golfdom* resonated with me since almost 50 percent of my time is spent dealing with government relations issues. The five feature stories on environmental accomplishments and strategies were so on target that I felt compelled to follow up with a few observations, having participated in several stakeholder working groups on pesticides, water use, industry best-management practices (BMPs) and county golf ordinances.

The information gap between the real world of golf course management and the perceived image of chemical, fertilizer and water use by politicians, regulators, activists and even your own golfers is still so wide it's no wonder many people still think golf courses are environmental time bombs. While extremists with a zero-tolerance mindset will never want pesticides and fertilizers to be used anytime anywhere, I find that the majority of regulators and politicians realize they have a vested interest in getting it right.

Since it's difficult for regulators to get out from behind their desks, they rely on computer models loaded with data obtained from who knows what sources. Generally that data comes from agricultural applications and is applied in coarse, general terms to golf course acreage. About three years ago, I saw many jaws drop when I explained to a group during the Nemacur re-registration sessions that a golf course generally treats only greens and tees (six to eight acres) with the product and not the entire 150 acres of the property. How were they to know unless we tell them?

We are making increased efforts to interact with EPA and local agencies to bring common sense and reality to address concerns about environmental issues. While proactive partnering is on the rise, we still tend to get involved as a defensive measure after someone has raised a concern over a perceived environmental threat. The good news is that once we sit down and trot out the decades of independent, peer-reviewed turf research that we helped to fund and explain how we really operate, any resulting rules and restrictions tend to be more of a matter of documentation rather than penal restriction to our procedures.

I urge each and every local chapter of superintendents to reach out to regulators and give them tours golf courses. The Florida Golf Course Superintendents Association partners with the Florida Fruit and Vegetable Association in an annual Spring Regulator Tour of Florida's agriculture and green industries. Watching these federal, state and local regulators learn about what we really can do is worth all the effort.

Facts and common sense can result in fair regulation. But it is one thing to talk about scouting, mapping and monitoring thresholds. It is fine and noble to talk about BMPs and integrated pest management (IPM). It's another thing to practice what some of our proactive peers have been preaching. Doing the right thing is all about consciously making small but significant changes in how we perform our turf management duties.

One way to go about getting assistance and documenting your actions is to join the Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary Program. It's inexpensive and it's a plan that allows you to move at your own pace. Regardless, everyone can reduce pesticide usage annually, establish setbacks around water hazards and wetlands, conserve water, and clean up shops and storage areas. The key is to document the positive things you do and share them at least with your ownership, club members and golfers. Informing them can help spread the word in the community.

My hat is off to those superintendents who have chosen to go public with their proactive management practices. They are blazing trails for the rest of us. By doing the right thing, you give yourself, your club, your profession and the golf industry well-deserved credibility in environmental stewardship.

Certified superintendent Joel Jackson is director of communications for the Florida GCSA.